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@McAnanyS

Canada 

Adil Skalli
@AdilSkalli

Canada

Sarah Gloria Harkin
@GloriaHarkin

Bangladesh

Stephanie is a young professional

working in international relations

for the Government of New

Brunswick, Canada. She has a

Master Degree in International

Development and five years of

experience working in the non-

profit, international cooperation

sector. Stephanie participated as

an official youth delegate to the

UN Summit to adopt the SDGs and

has been hooked ever since. She

is highly motivated and dedicated

to promoting the SDGs both in

New Brunswick and

internationally. Stephanie is

passionate about global

citizenship and Agenda 2030. The

first opportunity she brought to

the team is a pro-bono

consultation relationship with Plan

International as they and their

NGO partners prepare a series of

Adil Skalli is a graduate of

Carleton University in

Communications and Political

Science. He currently works as a

Project Officer at the United

Nations Association in Canada,

where he oversees a variety of

youth-oriented educational

programming in diplomacy,

entrepreneurship, negotiation,

climate change action, and other

professional skills. Adil is

passionate about the work of the

UN, notably in terms of the 2015

Sustainable Development Goals

and their related projects. He is

particularly motivated to promote

youth engagement in the

resolution of international issues.

The majority of Adil's work

experience is in strategic

communications and project

management, but he is also

Sarah Gloria Harkin is a TED Ed

Innovative Educator and has an

MEd in Curriculum and

Instruction. She believes in

developing skills in students today

which will create the leaders we

need for a sustainable future. By

building relationships with

organisations and experts in our

local and global community, our

students can solve real-world

problems and engage in

community initiatives to take

action on the Sustainable

Development Goals. She believes

educators teaching students

alongside poets, designers and

software developers provides the

right environment for

transformative learning. Helping

students feel connected to local

and global communities through

collaboration with teammates



 

Youth for Gender Equality events

across Canada in 2017-2018. The

effort will lead to a youth led

report to Prime Minister Trudeau

in advance of the G7 meeting in

Ottawa. Stephanie will provide

#TeachSDGs resources, facilitate

new partnerships, and align their

efforts with the United Nations

where appropriate. 

known for his work leading

training workshops and giving

presentations on the issues he is

most passionate about. Adil’s

long term goals are rooted in the

belief that growing global citizens

through targeted education and

training programs is the best way

to foster positive change on an

international scale.

across borders will help

accelerate innovation and develop

a deep appreciation for other

cultures. Currently she is the

Service as Action Coordinator for

International School Dhaka. Her

#TeachSDGs blog post was called

"Empowering Students to Take

Action on the Sustainable

Development Goals."

Digvigay Sandhu
@DigvijaySandhu

India

Ella Gozie-Iwudoh
@FlipLearnK

Nigeria

Maringe Hasha
Seine

@Maringehs

Zimbabwe

Digvijay Sandhu is a graduate in

Economics from Delhi University

and is currently pursuing his

Masters in Development Practice.

He has previously been involved in

preparing National and State Health

Accounts – India, 2013-14 and has

worked on projects funded by

USAID, UNDP, and European Union.

He is currently appointed by the UN

lla Gozie-Iwudoh is the founder of

FliplearnKids

(https://fliplearnkids.com/) -- an

edtech company based in Nigeria

which deploys learning initiatives

aimed at improving classroom

learning experience and the skills of

educators, through the use of

technology. She is a Microsoft

Innovative Educator Expert and

Chapter Leader   (Nigeria)

Maringe is a young philanthropist

and dynamic change agent who is

inspired and committed to advance

ICT for sustainable development in

Africa. He has exhibited exceptional

passion for developing ICT-enabled

collaborative pathways to major

problems in society with deliberate

emphasis on climate change and

https://fliplearnkids.com/


Sustainable Development Solutions

Network – Youth as a campus

coordinator. Digvijay is passionate

about the SDGs and continues to

work with student bodies across

universities to ensure promotion &

local adoption of the Goals. He is

part of governing body of the

Entrepreneurship Development Cell

at TERI University and is leading

projects to boost entrepreneurial

spirit among the youth. Digvijay is

an experienced researcher and has

published in reputed journals on

health financing in India. He

believes that a global change

requires local action and youth play

a major role in it. He is involved in a

School-University Network (SUN)

program and is designing classes

for school students nurturing them

on the importance of the SDGs and

how can they be incorporated in day

to day lives. He is certain that

education has the potential to

change the status-quo and make

the world a better place.

Imagination foundation. Ella’s

philosophy is that quality education

is the right of every child,

irrespective of the parents'

economic strength. As part of her

passion for promoting quality

education (which is one pillar of the

SDGs), she runs a social impact

initiative tagged Inspire a Child. It's

all about mentoring students (in

public schools) on the importance

of pursuing their dreams against all

odds. Since inception (2015),

Inspire a Child has reached out to

over 1,000 students  from low

income parents.

youth engagement. He possess

strong social and communication

skills, with international experience

in systematic and collaborative

approaches to ICT policies and

practices. Since 2012, he has

represented Zimbabwe’s ICT Civil

Sector on a number of both regional

and international conferences and

workshops. A certified Young

African Leaders Initiative (YALI)

Civic Leader and Alumna

committed to transforming Africa.

Maringe is a co-founder of the

Information and Communication

Technology Association of

Zimbabwe

(https://sites.google.com/site/ictazassociation/)

(ICTAZ), Founder of the Institute for

Youth Engagement in Sustainable

Development (IYESD), and is a

member of The International Youth

Council (IYC).

https://sites.google.com/site/ictazassociation/


Allison Fuisz
@Allison_Fuisz

Canada

Manuela Prajea
@ManuelaPrajea

Romania
Juan Luis Muñoz

Arbona 
@JuanluMArbona

Spain
Allison Fuisz is an enthusiastic

Ontario educator with a Masters in

Professional Education

Leadership.  Currently, she is part

of the Bell HS community in

Ottawa, Canada where she is co-

learning with Grade 8s. She

believes strongly in the power of

student voice in making the world

a better place for all.  When

educators help to create a safe

space for students to be

themselves, to listen to their

peers, and to create learning

opportunities filled with their

passions, education can not only

be fun for students but help create

world filled with harmony and

good vibes. It is her hope to

always ensure students feel

empowered to be change makers

and to recognize the Sustainable

Global Goals as achievable

through their creative and

innovative ideas.  We work better

together no matter our age or

education levels; we can make the

world a better place for all by

2030! 

Suzy Manuela Prajea, Ph.D. in

Mathematics, is a Math teacher

and principal of one of the most

prestigious middle and high

schools in Romania. She is

renowned for her contributions in

the innovation of the way of

teaching mathematics in the

classroom.  She prepared many

generations of national and 

international Olympics during the

years and she was permanently

preoccupied to reverse the

process of the abstraction of

mathematics by bringing the real

life applications in her math

courses. Voluntarily, she founded

the Space Invaders program in her

school, a STEM program designed

to transfer mathematics in cutting

edge contemporary issues from

business, industry,  medicine or

science. She is a Varkey Teacher

Ambassador, Global Math Project

Ambassador, Microsoft Innovative

Educator Expert, and Honeywell

Educator. In addition to Space

Camp, these are only some of the

programs she strived to

implement in her school,

community, district and country.

Promoting applied mathematics,

Juan Luis Muñoz Arbona is Chief

Teacher of History, Geography

and Ethics Department in

secondary education at a school

in Ceuta (Spain). Apart from this,

he is a seven-year experienced

lawyer in Brussels working within

European Institutions. He is

responsible of the Media

Department in Anna Lindh

Foundation for the Dialogue

between 

since November 2015. The

Spanish Network is coordinated

by Instituto Europeo del

Mediterráneo (

). Main

tasks on this job are related to

empower young people and civil

society, especially from

Mediterranean countries, in

achieving a personal and

sustainable professional future

while organizing seminars,

conferences, projects and

workshops to help promote this

goal. Thanks to this experience

Cultures Spanish

Network Board of Directors

(http://www.annalindhfoundation.org)

European Institute

of the Mediterranean

(http://www.iemed.org)

http://www.annalindhfoundation.org/
http://www.iemed.org/


 

global education principles and

the Sustainable Development

Goals in their mathematics

lessons raised her in this moment

to be shortlisted for creating the

STEM resource portfolio, a team

project in the PISA4u Programme

2017. Her innovative ideas,

approaches and work brought her

as finalist of the Global Teacher

Prize, the 'Claes Nobel Educator of

Distinction' and many other

national prizes. 

Juan Luis Muñoz Arbona has got

to know deeply what the 21st

century education demands are,

always focusing his views on a

personal and social development

of the young generations to come.

The Anna Lindh Foundation have

signed an association agreement

with United Nations in September

2016 to cooperate on the first UN

Resolution on Youth, Peace and

Security (UN Resolution 2250). 

Chris Black
@chrismgblack

Canada

Mark Reid
@mmgreid

Canada
Emmanuel Abeng

@Abengemma

Cameroon

Christopher Black is a graduate of

the University of Western Ontario in

European History and Western

Literature & Civilization.  Despite his

deep connection with his graduate

material, the knowledge took a back

Mark Reid is a graduate of both the

University of Victoria (BMus) and

VanderCook College of Music

(MMEd). He recently completed a

two-year term at the British

Columbia Ministry of Education

where he was responsible for Arts

Emmanuel Kom Abeng, Master in

Comparative Public Policy and

Welfare Studies from the University

of Southern Denmark. For over five

years he has been involved in

capacity building of local



seat to a career in Project

Management. 

The relationships he has developed

throughout his career have been

emboldened by his passion for the

empowerment and education of

others.  His leadership of diverse

project teams has given him a

forum for this development.

Currently, Chris has his own

consulting business in Canada

focusing on the delivery of projects

in the manufacturing and

telecommunications sectors.

He will be expanding his business

to the UK and will focus his efforts

on collaborating with the

#TeachSDGs initiative while

working to build a network of

organizations that mentors, guides

empowers youth to become

advocates of change.  

Education curriculum, Applied

Design, Skills, and Technologies

curriculum, and the development of

a provincial Music Education

Strategy.

Mark is passionate about furthering

the role of arts education in

cultivating youth leadership,

nurturing healthy community

relationships, and as a vehicle for

connecting with global citizenship

education. He is known for his work

in combining relational pedagogy

into arts pedagogies as a means for

modernizing instructional practice. 

Mark is the recipient of a JUNO

award as the 2013 MusiCounts

teacher of the year, was a 2015

Global Teacher Prize finalist, and is

a Conn-Selmer Educational

Clinician. Mark is thankful to the

Musqueam, Tsleil-waututh, and

Coast Salish peoples on whose

traditional territory he lives and

learns.

  

communities and strategic policy

advocacy to achieve a change in

local policies in conformity with

MDGs and now the new SDGs. 

He is the Policy and

Advocacy officer at SDGsCameroon

engaged in fostering government

efforts to curb environmental

degradation and greenhouse gas

emissions in line with Cameroon ś

Horizon 2035 Agenda. In

SDGsCameroon he researches on

the most effective public policies to

foster Gender Equality in Cameroon

with attention on the cultural

dynamics. He runs a Women

Empowerment Project for

Cameroon in partnership with

Emergency Architecture and

Humans Rights-Denmark. 

His work in Cameroon has at its

core the management of chemicals

and waste as key towards poverty

alleviation, food, health, water,

cities, production and sustainable

consumption. He serves as a

volunteer in Afrika Kontakt -

Denmark Health Rights Group

focused on capacity building and

empowerment of grassroots

communities. He also serves as a

Promoter for UNICEF-Denmark

defending the rights of every child.

He believes the most efficient way

of alleviating extreme poverty in all

its forms and dimensions starts



from education and a curriculum

with the Global Goals as one of the

pillars.

  

Anica Tričković 
@AnicaTrickovic

Serbia

Hamadony
Muzafarov

@hmuzaf1

Tajikistan

Mark Wise
@wisemancometh

United States

Anica is a math teacher, a Scientix

Ambassador, and a Microsoft Innovative

Educator Expert who is passionate about

new technologies in education.

"Math is all around us and that is the

reason we need to learn how to solve the

problems and not to be afraid of them.

Sometimes, math is not enough. We need

to know much more, and to have the

whole picture about the world we leave in.

We need to learn every day, and to use

that knowledge not just to solve everyday

problems, but to try to solve the problems

of all humanity, so we could have a better

future. We can only solve global

challenges like poverty, inequality and

climate change by working together. That

is what the Sustainable Development

Hamadony Muzafarov is a former English

teacher in the Rasht District of Tajikistan.

In 2006 he founded the Hamadoni

Muzafar Learning Center and for over ten

years, he taught English and conducted

educational programs for youth in his

village, encouraging his students to use

English to develop leadership skills and

build relationships with the international

community. The English language

programs were supported by the U.S.

Department of State grants and

Hamadony received grants from U.S.

based NGO Bridges to Tajikistan to

launch leadership development club for

girls and from IREX and RELO to conduct

teacher trainings for novice teachers who

come from remote areas of Rasht

District.  Hamadony’s work as a teacher

As an educator with over 25 years of

experience in the classroom, district, and

state level, Mark is committed to prepare

students for success in the 21st century

by designing and implementing

curriculum that forges interdisciplinary

connections, embeds global

competencies, and requires students to

utilize technology in a meaningful way in

order to solve real-world problems and

address authentic audiences.  Mark

currently serves as the K-12 Supervisor

for Curriculum and Instruction for West

Windsor-Plainsboro Regional School

District in New Jersey.  Previously, he

taught high school history and

government in Washington D.C. as well as

New Jersey where he was acknowledged

for his real-world experiential pedagogy

running on his students’ platform for US

https://vimeo.com/1988137


Goals are all about – every one of us need

to take a small step in making this world a

better place."

Anica's etwinning project for the fall of

2017 will involve the SDGs and is already

in six schools across four countries: UK,

Serbia, Ukraine, and Georgia. 

emphasized the importance of girls’

rights to education. In 2016, he won two

global competitions:

The Teaching Changes Lives Award from

the University of Oxford and Global e-

Innovation Teacher Award from the Bharti

Global Foundation in India. He graduated

from the Tajik State Pedagogical

University and has participated in two

American professional exchange

programs.

 

In 2017, he joined the UN and currently

serves as a National UN Volunteer in

Tajikistan. 

.

Mark did his undergraduate work at

UMASS Amherst in political

science/history and received his Master's

in Public Policy at Harvard's Kennedy

School of Government. Mark’s work led to

his being recognized as the 

 for New Jersey along

with receiving CTAUN’s Best Practices

Award in 

 and 

 for his 

for middle school students to engage in

solving global development challenges.

Senate (https://vimeo.com/1988137)

2010

Visionary Supervisor/Director of the Year

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=9Tk5t8rE9ag)

2007

(http://www.ctaun.org/best-practices-

awards/2007-winner/) 2010

(http://www.ctaun.org/best-practices-

awards/2010-winner/) design work

(http://markwise8.wix.com/globalchallenge)

Ayush Chopra
@Ayushchopra24

India Armand Doucet
@DoucetArmand

Canada

Sandra Batista
@sandraleephd

United States

Facebook Page

(https://www.facebook.com/wizardayush) ||

 Blog

(http://www.wizardayush.com)  ||

 YouTube

Armand Doucet is a visionary,

passionate and globally recognized

award-winning educator, social-

entrepreneur and business

Sandra Batista, Ph.D. in Computer

Science, will join USC as a senior

lecturer in Computer Science this

fall 2017. Previously, she was a

lecturer in computer science at

Princeton University. She

http://markwise8.wix.com/globalchallenge
http://www.ctaun.org/best-practices-awards/2010-winner/
http://www.wizardayush.com/
http://www.ctaun.org/best-practices-awards/2007-winner/
https://vimeo.com/1988137
https://www.facebook.com/wizardayush
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP_lVHgZmZt9TwLCV5kmgig
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Tk5t8rE9ag


MISSION: To make #SDGs

(https://twitter.com/hashtag/SDGs?

src=hash) famous among children.

And ask everyone to tell everyone

else. Let's use SuperPowers of

Children

(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP_lVHgZmZt9TwLCV5kmgig) 

Founder of Community :

SDGsForChildren

  

 

I believe, unless we know them we

can't achieve them. 

 

@SDGsForChildren

(https://twitter.com/SDGsForChildren)  Facebook

| Website

(http://www.sdgsforchildren.org)    

            

As a student activist and a

community worker, Human Rights

and Girl Child empowerment are the

areas that interest me.

 

Albert Einstein has said, "The

measure of intelligence is the ability

to change." I too was able to

change the life not only of mine but

also of an underprivileged girl

'Khushi', a seven year old girl who

was to come every day to our house

to collect and deliver the clothes

after getting them ironed by her

parents. She never went to any

school and so was not able to count

the clothes. Many times I noticed

people making fun of her

inadequacy. My mother encouraged

professional. 

A sought after leader, inspirational-

speaker, author, columnist and

blogger in multiple fields, Armand

has contributed to CBC, Education

Partners, BrainStem Symposium,

STEM Educators Symposium,

Atlantic Education Summit,

#TeachSDGs, Tedx as well as many

others. He has led, and collaborated

with, teams from around the world,

an across different industries, to

success in health, education, non-

profit and business.

Armand was the president and

founder of the Ironwill Foundation

and was also part of a team of

teachers who brought Harry Potter

to life at Riverview High School,

connecting the school to over 1.8

million people worldwide. He

is driven to make a difference in his

students’ lives and wants every

student to inspire, educate and

empower others to reach their full

potential.

Recently, Armand founded Life

Lesson Learning

(http://www.lifelessonlearning.com/),

which is working to change

teaching worldwide by giving

21st century skills development its

proper place in the classroom

through his Passion projects

initiative.

completed her AB in computer

science at Harvard University with

full scholarship support from the

AT&T Engineering Scholarship

program. She completed her M.S.

and Ph.D. at UCLA in computer

science, specializing in complexity

theory, with generous fellowship

support from the AT&T Labs

Fellowship Program. For her

postdoctoral work she studied

computational genetics and

statistical methods at UNC Chapel

Hill and Duke University. Her current

research focuses on gene

expression analysis and statistical

methods for large scale data.

 

As an educator Sandra has done

outreach to encourage and support

students who are women,

underrepresented minorities, or

from underprivileged backgrounds

to pursue careers in STEM fields.

More formally, she worked with

Scientista, a U.S. organization that

creates a support network for

women in STEM fields, to create the

Scientista Foundation Princeton

Affiliate as the Founding Faculty

Advisor. Through HISPA, a national

organization that promotes

academic achievement for Hispanic

youth, she has served as a role

model and visited schools to

discuss career options and offer

mentoring to students. She was an

invited speaker for the

https://twitter.com/hashtag/SDGs?src=hash
https://twitter.com/SDGsForChildren
http://www.sdgsforchildren.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP_lVHgZmZt9TwLCV5kmgig
http://www.lifelessonlearning.com/


Engineering for Change

me to help 'Khushi' and I decided to

teach her on weekends. It continued

for at least six months and she

seemed to be fast learner and it

was then I tried to convince her

parents and got her admitted to

school. It was very challenging task

as she was supporting her parents

in their work. The day she joined the

school, her world changed and there

was no looking back for me too.

Further, I convinced my mother to

enrol our domestic helper at home,

'Gulabi Sara' to an open school.

 

My journey to promote Human

Rights and SDGs started from that

incident. I decided to contribute

passionately and worked to bring

change in the society using the

tools of Digital Social Media. I

Volunteered at 'Galway Foundation-

Digitalya', to impart basic IT skills to

underprivileged. To STOP

BULLYING at school, I raised my

concerns by making short movie on

YouTube and showcasing them in

school assemblies. Thus evoking

the authorities to strengthen the

Anti Bullying Policy. I created the

Community for Children on Twitter -

@SDGsForChildren for promoting

SDGs. Many schools and children

globally are now part of this

community and collaborating

wholeheartedly. I also hosted a Talk

Show in school assembly to bring

awareness about Road Safety. Led

Armand received the Prime

Minister’s Award for Teaching

Excellence 2015, is a Meritorious

Service Medal Recipient Governor

General of Canada, is an Apple

Distinguished Educator and has just

recently been nominated in the Top

50 for the Global Teacher Prize. A

two time Ironman athlete, he

currently inspires and empowers

students at Riverview High School,

in New Brunswick, Canada and is

working on a children’s Picture

book series to empower girls to

believe that they can do STEAM

jobs and find solutions to the UN

sustainable goals. As always,

Armand is inspired by his incredible

wife, Nicole, and his two girls. 

 

Commemoration of the United

Nations Annual International Day of

Women and Girls in Science in

2017.

 

In the classroom Sandra has

embraced innovative methods such

as videos to help teach discrete

mathematics and theoretical

computer science in a conversation,

video workbook style. She has

created a sample workbook at her

YouTube channel, At the

Whiteboard, and would like to

extend these efforts to help teach

discrete mathematics and

theoretical computer science to

students around the world. 

She also held a seminar at

Princeton in which she matched

Princeton students with

organizations that support the UN

SDGs that requested help in

software development and data

analysis projects. In collaboration

with , we

are exploring how this process of

matching university students to

work on projects that support the

UN SDGs may be expanded to

include many more universities and

organizations. We welcome your

suggestions and collaboration.

 



the Anti-crackers campaign, Save

Electricity and Cleanliness drive at

school. I worked with NGO's,

advocating Human Rights, and

spreading awareness about various

schemes introduced by

Government. 

Serving the community has really

developed sensitivity towards the

needs of others and has

transformed me completely. I truly

believe, success is not in just

winning alone, but taking people

along and winning together. 

 

Estella Owoimaha-
Church 
@eochurch

United States

Matt Hamilton 
@mhamiltonedu

United States

Connie Rensink 
@rensink_connie

United States

Estella Owoimaha-Church was

recently named a Global Teacher

Prize Finalist (2017) and has since

begun to work on a global stage.

She holds an M.A. in Education:

Matt Hamilton is a teacher-learner

at Saline High School in Saline,

Michigan who is passionate about

infusing the Global Goals and

global citizenship education into

all parts of his curriculum. He

Connie Rensink is a passionate

global education consultant

dedicated to helping teachers

integrate global issues and

perspectives into existing

curriculum. Her vision is to

prepare students to be globally



Language Arts & Literacy from

Loyola Marymount University and

a B.A. in African-American

Studies: Urban Education from

California State University,

Northridge. Estella teaches

theatre in Los Angeles, helping

youth to employ performing arts

as a community service tool. Mrs.

Church is an education consultant,

as well as a reading, curriculum

and pathway specialist. Though in

the classroom full time, Estella

remains active with several

community organizations,

including Robert F. Kennedy

Human Rights, helping to train

teachers in human rights and

social justice education. She

believes in the arts as a

transformative tool; when paired

with the SDGs, the arts can be

used to heal communities and

build bridges on a global stage,

cultivate youth into global citizens,

and usher in the SDGs by 2030.

She is humbled and looks forward

to serving her community as an

SDG Ambassador and Varkey

Teacher Ambassador. 

works with others in and around

his district to develop lessons and

curricular frameworks that are

based in finding solutions to local

and global challenges. In his

district, he is a "next-gen" teacher,

pioneering a "student-led, future-

focused" design for pedagogy. His

classroom is interactive, dynamic,

and flexible, relying on

contemporary pedagogies like

Project-Based Learning and

Design Thinking as well as

powerful media and technological

tools to provide personalized,

student-led, and de-centralized

collaborative learning. He believes

that student inquiry and interest

are essential to the learning

process and that engaging these

philosophies and pedagogies in

all classrooms can build skills and

values in students which empower

them to participate in building

peaceful and more sustainable

futures. Matt is finishing up his

Master's degree in Social

Foundations of Education from

Eastern Michigan University,

where his work has focused on

ecojustice education, peace

education, and global citizenship

education. He is excited to be part

of the #TeachSDGs team and

thrilled to have the opportunity to

collaborate with changemakers

from a variety of contexts. 

collaborative.

In her twelve years in the

elementary classroom, Connie

wrote curriculum, led vertical

planning, presented professional

development, and coordinated

Club We Can, a nationally

recognized service club for 3rd

through 6th graders.  She loves to

travel and learn about the world,

and engage with the cultural

diversity of her home in

Manhattan. 

 

Connie believes that teaching

children to be globally minded

requires the teacher to pursue

personal global experiences. She

has completed graduate course

work in China, a Fulbright – Hays

Project Abroad to India, and the

Global Competence Certificate

(GCC) through World Savvy,

Columbia University, and Asia

Society. 

Connie is an ardent human rights

advocate. She serves on the

Committee on Teaching About the

United Nations (CTAUN) and is an

active member of the United

Nations Association.

 



Soheir Zaki
@Sou_2022

Egypt

Jason Knoll
@jasonlknoll

United States Patrick Benblag
@Benblag

Nigeria
A science teacher in Victory College,

Alexandria, Egypt since 1995. I am a

graduate of Alexandria University, Faculty of

Science and I have my MSc. in physical

organic chemistry.

I participated in many national educational

transformation conferences. I have earned

certificates of attendance from National

Authority for Quality Assurance and

Accreditation of Education in self-

evaluation, Quality Education for pre-

university institutions, evaluation of learning

outcomes, skills and good practices of

external review for pre-university institution

courses. I worked to achieve excellence in

education using advanced technologies in

my classroom to provide my students with

better education by embedding Microsoft

applications in teaching.

 

I believe that education is the way to change

our world and us -as educators- are the

leaders of this change and every one of us

has a role to let our students learn about the

Jason Knoll is a social studies teacher at

Verona Area High School in Verona, WI.  In

addition to teaching, he is the advisor for

the award-winning Model UN team.  

In 2015, he and his students started

VAHSAid, a student-driven charity whose

mission is to deliver aid to the impoverished

citizens of Dane County and to make a

difference in the lives of those affected by

the Syrian refugee crisis.  The work they do

is guided by the Sustainable Development

Goals.  Jason hopes to take the SDGs

beyond the classroom and spread

awareness in the community, especially

with elected officials.  When he is not busy

with teaching, Jason writes about politics

and policy on his website, jasonlknoll.com

(http://jasonlknoll.com).  

Besides continuing to raise awareness of

the SDGs through social media, this year,  he

plans on offering professional development

in his district on teaching the SDGs, and

hopes to present a session at the state

Patrick Benblag is a closing student of

philosophy at the University of Calabar. He

is also an international writer, education

activist, #TeachSDGs ambassador, poet,

social critic, public speaker, debater and a

revolutionary. 

He is the founder of Responsive Education

Movement, an internationally integrated

intellectual nonprofit organization that is

committed to building global change

makers through responsive education

facilitated by responsive actions. He is

deeply committed to SDG 4 as he strongly

believes that quality education holds the key

to salvaging humanity from our current

existential crisis.

His biggest dream is to help every child

attain their dream of quality education in a

peaceful and sustainable environment, and

this he is committed to achieving through

advocacy and responsive actions.  He loves

http://jasonlknoll.com/


1) Teaching the SDGs

(https://jasonlknoll.com/2017/05/11/teaching-

the-sdgs/)

2) Teaching the SDGs: Results

(https://jasonlknoll.com/2017/06/05/teaching-

sdgs-results/)

3) Educating Youth to be Active Citizens

(https://jasonlknoll.com/2016/03/12/educating-

youth-to-be-active-citizens/)

#SDGs and the great impact of Quality

Education on each of these goals. I respect

different cultures and think that although we

have a lot of differences we should work

together to have better world, "The World We

Want".

 

convention for the Wisconsin Council for the

Social Studies.  

Some of his publications include:

 

reading, writing, brainstorming, playing

basketball and believes in the power of

intellectual discourse in solving societal

problems.

 

Sharon Davidson 
@kkidsinvt

United States

Sharon is a passionate

kindergarten teacher in a public

school in Vermont, U.S.A. She

believes in sustainability and

working collaboratively with

Mabel Bashorun 
@FCPSGlobalEd

United States

Mabel Bashorun is the Global

Education Specialist at Fairfax

County Public Schools based in

Northern Virginia. She facilitates

student and teacher exchanges

 Olurinola
Oluwakemi

@kolurinola

Nigeria

Dr Olurinola OluwaKemi, a

Microsoft Innovative Educator

Fellow and Master Trainer, has a

PhD in Educational Technology

and works with the Faculty of

Education, Olabisi Onabanjo

University, Ago-iwoye, Ogun state,

https://jasonlknoll.com/2016/03/12/educating-youth-to-be-active-citizens/
https://jasonlknoll.com/2017/05/11/teaching-the-sdgs/
https://jasonlknoll.com/2017/06/05/teaching-sdgs-results/


others locally and globally to help

solve solution based

problems. She is a former NEA

Foundation Global Learning

Fellow where she has had an

opportunity to travel abroad and

mentor other teachers who are

interested in globalizing their

learning experiences with their

students.  

Sharon is a former National

America Achieves Fellow where

she was engaged in work around

family engagement.  She has

presented nationally on the use of

technology and the positive

impact it has on a learning

culture. She has been published

with; Teach.com, Kidblog, ISTE,

ePals, NEA Today, EdSerge,

Education Week, NEA Foundation,

GettingSmart, voicethread and

SmartBlog.

She is a national board teacher

candidate and has been

recognized for her work with

learning and creating a global

culture for learning. Most recently

she was named the PBS Digital

Innovator 2017 for the state of

Vermont and was 1 of 10 1st

place winners for the Henry Ford

Innovation Award.

and arranges international

visitations for the district.

She leads professional

development workshops on

global education for K-12

teachers, using the UN

Sustainable Goals as the basis

for the curriculum development.

Prior to her work in Global

Education, Mrs. Bashorun taught

7th grade English for FCPS for 5

years. From 2011-2012, she

served as a teacher trainer fellow

in Ghana for IFESH, a non-profit

organization that focused on

improving the quality of

education in sub-Saharan Africa.

Mrs. Bashorun earned a Graduate

Certificate in Incorporating

International Perspectives in

Education from George

Washington University and a B.A

in English & Secondary Education

from George Mason University.

in Nigeria.

She is also runs Exquitec

Education Technology, a firm that

assist schools integrate

Technology in the teaching and

learning process and train

teachers on same. She is also

host and facilitates free teacher

training sessions tagged "Re-

imagining Education". She is a

speaker, has spoken at various

conferences both nationally and

internationally. She runs a non-

profit aimed at empowering girls

with the 21st century skills

needed for today's society. 

Oluwakemi is passionate about

kids and has both organised and

collaborated on a number of tech

for kids events. She

also volunteers with The Less

Privileged Children

Encouragement Initiative, an NGO

focused on children in public

schools in the rural area of

Nigeria. They provide school

sandals, uniforms, stationary,

feeding and some scholarships to

less privileged children in public

primary schools in Nigeria.

Andrea Relator Banita Behera Ben Kelly



@AndreaRelator

USA 

@Banita128

India

@BBTNB

Canada

Andrea Relator is a high school social

science teacher of history and political

science in Loudoun County, Virginia, a

suburb of Washington DC.  She has a

Masters in Curriculum & Development (ELL)

and is committed to making global

education accessible for all students. 

Andrea strongly promotes the discipline of

global competence and believes that

instilling those skills in students involves

more than recognizing perspectives and

communicating ideas.  She focuses on

providing opportunities for real-world,

interconnected global learning by actively

involving social science professionals and

incorporating educational and industry

technology including lessons in MakerEd.  

As a member of her district’s social science

curriculum innovation committee, Andrea

helps teachers in the district learn more

about the Sustainable Development Goals

as a way for students to connect to the

Banita Behera had an exciting career for 5

years in communication and has recently

fulfilled a lifelong desire to become an

educator. She is a master in sociology and

also has a level 2 in communication. She

works as a Visiting Faculty and designs

lesson plans and course research work

based on the Sustainable Development

Goals and Millennium Development Goals.

She firmly trusts that these customized

context specific projects keeps young

minds engaged and at the same time paves

paths for achieving faster pace in

development and peace attainment. 

She believes in the ancient tradition of

sharing and support within communities,

and therefore is an active volunteer creating

bridges between students and communities

around the world. Banita is passionate

about bringing innovative teaching

approaches and is acknowledged for her

creative ideas in framing her lesson plan in

route to the attainment of sustainable goals.

She brings a unique combination of

Ben Kelly is an experienced STEM teacher

and lead teacher of Innovative Design at

Caledonia Regional School in New

Brunswick Canada. He is a Microsoft

Innovative Educator Expert, Apple

Distinguished Educator, Global Minecraft

Education Mentor, published educational

researcher and he started Canada’s first K-

12 Dronography program. Ben was recently

recognized as Inspirational STEM Teacher

of the Year by The Association of

Professional Engineers and Geoscientists

and The Department of Education and Early

Childhood for New Brunswick. After growing

up in the UNESCO town of Lunenburg, Nova

Scotia he attended Mount Allison University

and graduated with degrees in Biochemistry

and Physics. Shortly after beginning his

teaching career he furthered his education

in the area of Educational Technology. Ben

is an active member on several provincial

curriculum advisory panels, information and

communication technology committees and

educational summit organization teams. He

has presented his “Sail the 7 Cs - Taking



world through Project Based Learning

practices. She would like to connect with

social science professionals and other

globally minded educators to collaborate on

ways to engage students in authentic

learning in the classroom using the

Sustainable Development Goals as a way to

prepare them as global citizens. 

 

education and "real world" experience. She

draws her creativeness from the principle of

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam (The whole world

is one Family). She is also an active

participate in framing workshops and

staging exhibitions for the concerns those

are adjacent to humanity. She is presently

working with Utkal University and UNICIEF in

framing State Child Policy 2017.

 

Deep Learning to New Depths” program to

national audiences and continues to

practice what he preaches daily in the

classroom. Ben plans to use his passions

for educational technology and STEM to

lead his students, and others to an

understanding of the Sustainable

Development Goals. He is launching the

largest international Minecraft Education

Edition project ever in 2017 designed to

#TeachSDGs. His school’s Sustainable Tiny

Housing Education Program will also

incorporate the Global Goals this Fall. 

 

Gina Whitcomb 
@TechTOSAGina

United States

Kimm Murfitt
@kmurfitt1

United States

Jodie Deinhammer 
@jdeinhammer

United States

Gina Whitcomb has been in elementary

education for over 19 years. She has

spent over a decade teaching 4th and 5th

Kimm Murfitt is a energetic National

Board Certified teacher from North

Carolina.  She has been an educator for

nineteen years and currently is serving as

Jodie Deinhammer has been teaching

science in Coppell ISD for over 20 years. 

She was the Texas Region 10’s Secondary

Teacher of the Year for 2015, and was the

Texas Medical Association Texas Science

Teacher of the Year in 2013.  She is also



grades. She also served in roles outside

the classroom such as curriculum coach,

digital learning coach, and instructional

TOSA. Gina is currently a teacher on

special assignment, with a focus on

instructional technology. Gina was a

2016-2017 Teachers for Global

Classrooms Fellow. For her international

field experience in Senegal, Africa she

studied the similarities and differences

between the U.S. and Senegalese

education systems. She is currently

helping to globalize the curriculum at one

local elementary school and looks

forward to helping elementary teachers

#TeachSDGs in her local school district.

an IB Coordinator for a middle school in

her community of Concord, North

Carolina. She is a Participate Connected

Educator and also serves as a peer

mentor for Participate Learning.   She is

an active supporter of the SDGs and

much of her work with students has

centered on education, poverty, and

sustainable cities and communities.  She

has a special interest in in community

partnerships.  As a teacher leader and

mentor, she serves as a bridge between

teachers and global goals. She is

committed to engaging and empowering

youth by strengthening the support for

teachers. She believes that the goals

unite us all and together we can make

them a reality!

an Apple Distinguished Educator. As an

Apple Distinguished Educator, Mrs.

Deinhammer works with teachers around

the globe to help creatively integrate

technology into the classroom. She

encourages educators and administrators

to create classrooms that allow students

to investigate and address real world

issues and create innovative solutions.

Mrs. Deinhammer believes that students

should have a voice in their education and

that schools need to drastically change to

meet the needs of our changing world.

We should challenge our students with

authentic real world issues and give them

a platform to make a difference in

society.  We shouldn't focus on preparing

our kids for what is next, but instead

helping them make a contribution each

and every day.

Jim Tuscano

@jimtuscano

Philippines

Kavita Sanghvi

@sanghvi_kavita 
India

Ruth Aine
Tindyebwa

@Ruthaine

Uganda

Francis Jim Tuscano advocates for three

important aspects in education: meaningful

integration of technology tools, character

Kavita Sanghvi was born in Mumbai, 11th

January 1971. She is married to Nilesh

Sanghvi and they have a son age 15. She

Ruth Aine is a blogger, speaker, and

communications professional. She is

passionate about getting people to tell



and values formation for learners to become

better citizens and members of the society,

and relevant professional learning for

teachers. As an education technology

specialist, consultant, and trainer, Jim is

passionate about designing transformative

learning experiences in the classroom that

enable learners to become active, reflective,

and collaborative creators of knowledge. He

has shared his experiences and expertise in

integrating tech tools in class to teachers

and school leaders in various professional

development sessions, and in local and

international conferences held in Singapore,

Taiwan, South Korea, Australia, and Qatar

among others. He created the 5Ds

Framework for Tech Integration in the

classroom

(https://francisjimtuscano.com/tech-

integration-in-education/5dsframework/), an

instructional planning framework that seeks

to guide educators to design and execute

learning experiences that purposefully

integrate tech tools.

 

In 2017, Jim became the first teacher to

represent the Philippines as a finalist to the

Global Teacher Prize, considered as the

Nobel Prize for Teachers, due to his work on

elevating the standards of education in the

Philippines through a meaningful use of

technology in learning, emphasis on values

educations to young learners, and providing

better access to professional development

trainings to the public school system in his

home province of Abra in the Cordillera

holds a Masters in Physics, Masters in

Education and a Masters in Philosophy of

Education. Currently she is pursuing her last

module of CAEL [Certificate in Advanced

Course in Educational Leadership] course

from Harvard University.

She is an ardent Physics teacher who

believes that learning has to be experiential

in nature for it to sustain over a period of

time, she conducted many action

researches on the same and was given the

‘Global Teacher Accreditation’ by British

Council in 2014. She is currently heading a

school which offers an integrated

curriculum in Mumbai. She is British Council

trainer and Ambassador and MISA

[Members of International School

Organisation] Secretary. 

In 2016, she was nominated as a Top 50

teacher by Varkey Foundation for the Global

Teacher Prize award.

A passionate environmentalist, she initiated

composting and organic farming as part of

school curricula and today the students

have created their own in-house school

business of creating compost and selling

saplings. The school efforts have been

recognized by School Enterprise Challenge

and TERI.

Currently she completed a pisa4u course as

part of TEAM GLN. Her resource, Teacher

Manual – linking school to Industry was

stories, especially online. She is a UN

Foundation Social Good Connector,  One

Young World Ambassador, Heinz Kuhn

Stiftung alumni, and Global Shaper.

With a couple of colleagues founded &

created GoalHub -- an on-line platform that

enables government agencies and non-

profit societies in developing countries to

crowd-source Science, Technology and

Innovation (STI) based solutions to SDG-

related problems that affect the poorest

40% of their population, and to crowd

source and crowd-fund the implementation

of these solutions through the UN,

development agencies, private corporations

and bilateral donors. [Still work in Progress]

Some of her published work as an editor

and Author:  ‘Uganda Youth and Public

Policy Book Report – 2013-2014 and ‘Reality

Check Vol.8: Assessing the Impact of Social

Media on Political Communication and Civic

Engagement in Uganda’, with Konrad

Adenuar Stiftung.

 

Ruth Aine has travelled to 20+ countries,

talking social media & online engagement, &

ICT transformation & its impact in Africa.

 

Passionate about Africa & creating the

#AfricaWeWant, #ICT4SDGs, Youth & Civic

participation, Food & Travel.  

 

https://francisjimtuscano.com/tech-integration-in-education/5dsframework/


Administrative Region. He is an Accredited

Professional Development Consultant,

Apple Distinguished Educator, Google

Certified Trainer, and Book Creator and

SeeSaw apps ambassador.  He is currently

the chairperson for the Grade School

Christian Life Education department and the

Head Education Technology Coach of Xavier

School.

 

As a global teacher blogger, he continues to

share his ideas on technology integration in

his website: “Edtech, Go!” at

www.francisjimtuscano.com

(http://www.francisjimtuscano.com/)

 

nominated as Top 6 resources by PISA in

2017 [Programme for International Student

Assessment].

She believes that one must be the change

one wishes to see in the world. She is

committed to spread the UN Sustainable

Development Goals so that children today

can look forward to a beautiful and secure

future. 

 

 

Paul Darvasi
@PaulDarvasi

Canada

Mohammad Ba-
Aoum 

@TechTOSAGina

Saudi Arabia

Naomi Volain 
@NaomiVolain

United States

Mohammad works as lecturer and

Naomi Volain is one of the Top 10

Finalists for the 2015 Global Teacher

http://www.francisjimtuscano.com/


Paul Darvasi is an educator, game

designer, speaker, and writer whose work

looks at the intersection of games, culture

and learning. Paul is a high school English

and media studies teacher in Toronto,

Canada and a doctoral candidate at York

University. His doctoral work explores

how commercial video games can be

used as texts for critical analysis by

adolescents. He has designed pervasive

games that include The Ward Game,

based on Ken Kesey’s One Flew Over the

Cuckoo’s Nest, and Blind Protocol, a cyber

warfare simulation that instructs on

online security, privacy and surveillance.

He consults, writes, presents and

keynotes on the meaningful integration of

digital and pervasive games in a diverse

instructional environment. He has worked

with the US Department of Education,

UNESCO, foundry10, Consumers

International, iThrive and Connected

Camps and has participated in several

international research projects. He most

recently wrote a working paper for

UNESCO on how commercial video games

can be used for peace education and

conflict resolution. Paul’s work has been

featured on PBS, NPR, CBC, the

Huffington Post, Polygon, Endgadget,

Edutopia and MindShift.

researcher in Industrial & Systems

Engineering (ISE) at King Fahd University

of Petroleum and Minerals, Saudi Arabia.

He believes that innovation happens at

the interference of disciplines, which has

led him to pursue interdisciplinary

approaches to his job as an academic.

Mohammed holds BS. in Electrical

Engineering from KFUPM, MS. in

Industrial Engineering and MA in Social

Pedagogy from Arizona State University.

Currently he is a PhD. Students at Virginia

Tech University in ISE. His research

interests lie in harnessing the power of

science, technology, and engineering in

catalyzing social change and sustainable

development.

Mohammed is a young leader at the Earth

Charter International, an international

ambassador for Global Ecovillage

Network (GEN) and a co-founder of

"Better Together "an interfaith

organization works on creating positive,

meaningful relationships across cultural

differences.

Prize.  Most of her teaching career was in

the Springfield, Massachusetts inner-city,

where she used hands-on and interactive

methods in environmental literacy and

outdoor education.  As a top 10% finalist

for the NASA Educator Astronaut Corps,

she uses NASA resources in her

teaching.  Field trips and scientific

research are important ways that her

students act as student scientists.  As a

coach of the school Envirothon Team, her

students have won several environmental

research awards. Naomi also received the

Presidential Award for Excellence in Math

and Science, the Presidential Innovation

Award for Environmental Educators

(Honorable Mention) and was honored

with the Distinguished Alumni Award from

the University of Bridgeport. She worked

for NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory's

Education Office.  

Sally Edwards Tammy Dunbar Tejas Chafekar



@sallyedwa

The Netherlands
@TammyDunbar

United States

@tejaschafekar

United States

Sally Edwards is a graduate of the University

of Kent, holding an MBA, and an

undergraduate degree in English Literature. 

The majority of her work experience is

connected to education, where she has

worked in many different educational

contexts across Europe. Having seen a lot

of schools and classrooms over the years

she is passionate about wanting to change

the classroom and learning experiences that

children encounter. She is convinced that

when teachers reach their fullest potential in

the class, they can then help kids reach

theirs too.

The SDGs make perfect sense to her, what

can be more powerful than combining

teachers and kids to start a global revolution

in awareness and change? This is the power

she sees in this initiative and is committed

and enthusiastic about bringing the SDGs

into mainstream education in The

Netherlands.

Tammy Brecht Dunbar, M.Ed., S.T.E.M.

teaches 5th grade in Manteca (California)

Unified School District and Pre-Service

Technology at Teachers College of San

Joaquin. She was named 2016 California

Woman of the Year, Assembly Dist. 12.

 

A popular presenter and trainer across the

country and online globally, Dunbar has

presented at: the 2015 Microsoft Global E2

conference where she earned two global

awards for project excellence; ISTE 2015-16

(co-presenting with Choose2Matter.org

founder, Angela Maiers in 16); CUE 2015-17,

BLC 15-17 and CTA’s Good Teaching

Conference 2014-17 among many others.

She co-authored The

HumanDifferences.com Project which

brought 50 schools from 37 countries

together to study the visible and invisible

walls we build between ourselves and to

encourage the building of bridges instead of

walls.

Tejas is a young professional working in the

areas of clean energy and electric vehicles.

He has a Master’s degree from University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor. He has worked with

Tesla Motors, during the company's early

stages, where he has contributed directly to

the development of ModelS electric

powertrain and its performance. 

Currently Tejas is working with a startup in

Boston responsible for converting

commercial trucks into hybrid electric

vehicles where he is executing a key role of

designing innovative algorithms to save fuel

and reduce emissions. He has been

selected by MIT to participate in the Internet

of Things bootcamp to co-create IoT

solutions. 

 

Tejas is a promoter of sustainability and

shows lots of enthusiasm and passion

towards engaging in activities which would

lead to a world of his dreams – a cleaner,

greener and literate future.

 



 

 

She is a Miocrosoft Innovative Educator

Expert, Master Trainer & Certified Educator

as well as a Common Sense Media Digital

Citizenship Certified Educator, an NCCE

Professional Learning Specialist, a CUE

Rock Star Faculty Member and a TEACH.org

Ambassador. She won the 2010 eInstruction

$75,000 Classroom Makeover Video

Contest, wrote a successful Enhancing

Education Through Technology grant for

Manteca Unified School District in 2008, and

was Teacher of the Year in MUSD in 2006. 

 

Well connected in the local community,

Tejas has served as a program leader for

Startup Leadership Program in Boston

leading a cohort of 20 entrepreneurs

through an educative journey of starting a

company from ideation to exit. In

recognition to his efforts for environmental

conservation, he has been awarded KVPY

fellowship by Govt. of India for his

innovative technique of preparing paper

from harmful weeds. 

 

He is selected as a 2017 global fellow at

UNLEASH SDG Innovation Lab. Tejas will be

heading to Denmark in Fall 2017 to pitch

ideas and co-create insights under Urban

Sustainability theme as a step towards

achieving 2030 Climate goals.

 

Alia Husseiny Trish O'Neill Lisa Parisi



Alia Husseiny
@AliaSaad

Jordan

Trish O'Neill
@murooneill

United States

Lisa Parisi
@LParisi

United States

I am an IB educator that holds a degree in

Chemical Engineering and Education. 

I believe that while learning new concepts

and world issues (such as the Sustainable

Development Goals) students will develop

positive attitudes towards what they are

learning and by default will initiate actions

that will help and support their

communities, thus activating the service

learning projects that will promote a more

peaceful world.

I am a previous Primary School Principal

and am currently working at the Bishop

School in Amman, Jordan as an IB/PYP

Coordinator.

 strongly believe that through proper

curriculum mapping and creating a

culture of passionate educators that

share the same mission, true learning will

come to life. 

We have success stories to share

because of integrating the SDGs to our

curriculum; examples include Run 4

Refugees initiative, Green Wheels Project,

Change for Life Initiative, Peace

Christmas wrapping paper designs by

students, etc……

A citizen of the world, Trish has grown up

in a bilingual (Italian and English) home

and has traveled to several countries. It is

her passion for our cultures that help her

in her profession  as an E.L.L. teacher.

Ms. O'Neill is in her ninth year teaching

English Language Learners from around

the world. When teaching her students

she believes that each student has many

voices from their countries, cultures and

becoming new members of the

Philadelphia community; to create their

own stories. When teaching her students

she connects these "stories" into the

lessons that they are learning. Often

times lessons are collaborated with local

organizations to make them more hands-

on and to have students understand their

community.

Some of these projects have been

creating a video about how different

countries get clean water, using Genius

hour to create projects that students can

do in school to help the global community

and reading about Noble Peace Prize

winners. Ms. O'Neill hopes to develop

more lessons this year with the help of an

expanding network of educators. 

 isa Parisi is a veteran elementary

teacher, with over 30 years of

experience.  She is the co-author of

Making Connections with Blogging,

published by ISTE, and a frequent

conference presenter on such topics as

Globalizing the Classroom, Project Based

Learning, UDL, and Responsive

Classroom. She is a Global Teacher Prize

finalist, as well as an award winner for

various global projects she created and

ran.

 

Lisa believes that it will be up to this next

generation of children to make the work

better. Her passion for improving the

world and teaching her students about

the SDGs is demonstrated frequently with

her work at Denton Avenue School, a

public elementary school on Long Island,

NY, USA, where she teaches gifted

elementary students, project Lead The

Way, and is the Science Lead Teacher for

her school. She uses her time with her

gifted students to promote her global

SDG projects, helping her students learn

about and create action plans to solve the

problems of the world.  She promotes her

work and her students' work globally,

posting blogs, using social media sites,

and running projects for other children to

join in the fight for a better planet.

Bijal Damani Donna Guzzo Georgina Dimova



@bijaldamani

India
@LangExploration

United States

@

Macedonia

Bijal Damani is an international educator

teaching Business and Entrepreneurship to

Grade 11-12 students at S N Kansagra

School in India. Bijal believes that for any

education to make sense to the students, it

must be taught in the context of real life.

A firm believer of connecting her

classrooms to real life – she has pioneered

two projects. Social Entrepreneurship

Project Galaxy Bazaar teaches students the

trick of the trade and makes them creative

capitalists. Not only that, the net profits

earned from project Galaxy Bazaar are used

to provide free quality education to girls

from the underprivileged sections of the

community. Project Galaxy Bazaar has

earned and donated more than $125,000

U.S. for educating more than 1500 students.

The project aims to support UN SDG 4 (

Quality Education) and SDG 10 ( Reducing

Inequalities)

Another project is in form of a competition

Donna Guzzo is director of operations for

the Language Exploration Enrichment, LEE

Spanish Program in St. Johns County

School District. LEE is a non-profit

organization serving 16 elementary / K-8

schools in North Florida. Guzzo has over 20

years-experience in education and in the

classroom. She always looks for projects

where students can learn a world language,

share a culture and change the world! She

adopted the Sustainable Development Goals

during 2016-17 school year with SDG2.

Guzzo is renowned for her contribution in

how to teach world languages using

technology Apps, App Smashing and always

incorporating culture in the curriculum. She

is a firm believer you must understand

culture to learn a language. Guzzo has

presented nationally on various topics about

cultural diversity, using apps and social

media in the classroom. Her most

memorable presentations were made at

A Computer Science teacher of 15 years,

curriculum trainer, blogger, and amateur

photographer, Georgina is also an

Etwinning, Scientix and Edmodo

ambassador.

Currently working in a primary school in

Macedonia. she loves working with children

and her passion is making educational

process fun for the students.

For three years she has coordinated

international projects funded by ACES

(Academy for Central European Schools)

and has been a member of ACES Council for

two years. During that period her students

had the opportunity to visit foreign countries

for the first time and communicate with

students there.  That is how she started to

work on helping students to become global

citizens.  

  

The last two years she has been working as

a coordinator for her school in the project

“Regional Support for Inclusive education” –



called Innovative Product and Marketing

Competition. In this competition, students

team up, look around their own

communities, spot a problem and come up

with an innovative product to make this

world a better place. Students also create an

entire Marketing plan including radio jingle,

television advertisement, and a website to

launch that product. More than 125 such

products have been innovated by her

students.

Bijal’s classroom practices and projects

have been appreciated by many of

international educational organizations. She

was one of the Top 50 educators for $ 1

Million Global Teacher Prize. She is also the

only Asian teacher to have been honoured

by Association for Supervision , Curriculum

Development (ASCD) and International

Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)

and Turn Around Management ( TMA) She

has also  been honoured with a ‘Good

Samaritan Award’ from Forbes for her

attempt at bridging the gap between two

sections of the community through Galaxy

Bazaar.

Bijal also believes in effect use of

technology of classroom. She is the first

teacher to become a Google Certified

Teacher from Mountain View. She is a

Microsoft Expert Educator and a winner at

Microsoft Global Forum as well. Not only

that, Bijal is one of the Indian Edmodo

Ambassadors and was an invited speaker at

Harvard, which resulted in an invitation to

present at Providence University in

Taichung, Taiwan where she and Janet

Robles, LEE director of curriculum presented

on teaching a world language using all

Holidays in the USA. Her next presentation

takes her to the Florida Foreign Language

Association Fall Conference to co-present

with Fran Siracusa on #TeachSDGs.

Guzzo believes we are preparing future

global citizens of the world. Therefore, it is

never too early to start discussions about

cultural awareness, teaching tolerance, and

engaging students to not only make a

difference locally but internationally. She

has traveled with students to the Caribbean

and to Europe. Some of the 16 schools

enrolled in the program are Title 1 schools.

Last school year Guzzo partnered with her

Rotary Club in St. Augustine, the Interact

Club of St. Augustine High School,

Creekside High School students, The Retired

Senior Volunteer Program of St. Johns

County, Full Sail University in Orlando, The

Orlando Magic basketball team, the Cultural

Center at Ponte Vedra Beach, and Rise

Against Hunger from Orlando to come

together and prepare 10,000 meals to be

distributed to six countries around the

world. The program was a total success,

kindergartners – parents and grandparents

collaborated on this project. Students were

engaged in discussions, planning, executing

and making a Buncee presentation to share

joint action of European Council and

European Union. They have been working on

providing the best possible education for all

students.

Georgina has also been a MIE expert two

years in a row. At the Microsoft community

she learned about the #TeachSDGs

movement and became active in the

achieving these goals. She is currently

working on a project with a school in Kenya

in fighting against light poverty. Her

students are making solar lights and with

the help of our partners in Kenya they will be

shipped in villages that don’t have

electricity.

This school year she will be coordinating an

e-twinning project “SDGs for a better future”

with schools from: Romania, France, UK,

Turkey, Ukraine, Italy and Albania.

She is very passionate about #Teaching

SDGs and believes that the world will have

the strength and will to make changes and

to make the future for our children better.

 



EdmodoCon 2013. Bijal is also a TEDx

speaker and is heading the TED Club in her

school.  

with the rest of the school student

population. #TeachSDGs is the way to go!

 

Alexandra d'Epiro
@alexandra_epiro

Italy

Mamadou Ndiaye
@

Kiyotaka Horii
@KiyotakaH

Japan

"Alexandra is a MIUR Italian Teacher Prize

Top 50 finalist, a Ministry of Defense

Pantheon Guard of Honour National

Institute World Heritage writer,  lecturer,

film director, with Ministry of Culture

Cinema Documentary Film Direction

Cinema Public Register registration.

She has received National and

International Patronages like the

Distinguished Patronage of the President

of the Republic of Malta, three Rome

Capital Capitol Patronages and the

 “Culture and Art Prize” in  Civil Society

Mamadou lamine Ndiaye is 26 years old.

He is a social entrepreneur and founder of

Joinafric, a for-profit and non-profit

structure that provides solutions to social

problems. In 2014, he launched an

initiative on youth unemployment and

underemployment. 

In 2015 he worked on a project on the

commercialization of agricultural

products. In 2016, a project to promote

Senegalese craftsmanship through new

technologies. In 2015, he was nominated

by Ashoka Changemaker among the 100

young innovators of the world. 

Kiyotaka Horii is a teacher at Nishimachi

International School in Tokyo. He is

working as the Elementary Japanese

Curriculum Coordinator. As a Head of

Minecraft Language Institute and Super

Science Kids Academy, board member of

Japan ASCD,  Intel Master Teacher,  Apple

Distinguished Educator and Microsoft

Innovative Educator Experts, he has been

developing different type of curricula and

organizing several technology focused

events in Japan. He supervised to

develop an SDGs focused curriculum for

WWF Japan and launched a contest

called "WWF Japan Picture Book Contest

(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/wwf-

japan/wwf-picture-book-

(/)
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and Legacy Conference, with  Italy Senate,

Chamber of Deputies, Presidency of the

Council of Ministers Patronages. She has

an intercultural  Education Career from

Harvard J. F. Kennedy School of

Government, to University of Oxford,

Malta, Rome.

She has been an Education Science

Essayist for Rome University La Sapienza

Literature, Languages Department,

Political Sciences Faculty. She is  an

Education Diplomacy  SDGs Law project

 author,  for Equality Equity Quality

Education."

He is committed to decent work and to

fighting poverty and hunger through

projects within its structure.

". Oji Holdings

Corporation is sponsoring this event and

the children in Japan are studying about

FSC.

Kiyotaka believes that his action to

change the education system in Japan is

possible to carry out. 

 is his site that

provides variety of lesson plans. 

contest_b_9240678.html)

KiyotakaH.com

(http://kiyotakah.com/)
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